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The CEDRAL CLICK system incorporates 

tongue and groove boards with secret  

fix clips to give a modern flush finish.

Available ColoursCedral Click
Dimensions
Length - 3600mm 
Width - 186mm 
Thickness - 12mm 
Weight - 12.2kg each 

Calculations

1.64 boards per M²

It is advisable to add 5-10% 
wastage allowance and add 
extra boards for window reveals 
depending on reveal depth

Grey Brown Grey Cream White
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Dark Grey
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Trims Colour matched aluminium trims are supplied in 3m lengths and are installed prior to the boards

Cedral Click clip

Corner profile

Timber batten
min 70x38

Click External Corner - 
EC1EC-C** £22.01 +vat per 3m length

Use vertically on external corners where cladding is being 
installed either side of the corner.

Click Internal Corner - 
EC1IC-C** £18.69 +vat per 3m length
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Use vertically on internal corners where cladding is being 
installed either side of the corner.

Cedral Weatherboard 
CLICK
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Products & Prices
  Colour/Finish Price 

 Standard Painted (7 available) EW1WB-C** £20.72 +vat each

Starter profile

Vertical timber
min 70x38

Clip

Soaker at panel

Perforated closure

Start Profile - EC1SP
£29.50 +vat per 3m length

Use to start off the first run of cladding 
with the Click plank sitting on the ledge 
of the start profile.
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Lintel Profile - EC1LP-C01
£22.07 +vat per 3m length

Use horizontally 
above window 
and door heads 
to protect the 
edge of the 
board whilst 
hiding the 
tongue and 
grove detail

Timber batten
min 70x38

Soaker

Cedral click clip

Cedral click

Connection Profile

Connection Profile - EW1CP15-C**
£17.14 +vat per 3m length

Use to wrap around the edge of a single 
piece either on a window/door reveal, to 
form a sop end or along the soffit line.
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Slate Grey Black Silver Grey

C18 C50 C51

Pewter
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Beige
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White

C01



l Southern Sheeting keep all weatherboard items from stock and deliver on a 5-7 working day lead time

l Orders for just trims or accessories can be sent via 2 day courier service either direct to site or into your depot. 

l Collections available with 24 hours notice from our dedicated weatherboard depot at:  
Unit 7 Saint Hill Farm Business Park, West Hoathly Road,  
Saint Hill Green, East Grinstead, West Sussex, RH19 4NG

Deliveries and Collections

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to 
contact our dedicated sales team on 01342 337115
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Accessory Items

Touch Up Paint - 500ml tub
EW1TP-C** £22.45 +vat

Use to paint the cut 
ends of boards and to 
cover imperfections. Not 
advised for large areas on 
the face side of boards.

Fibre Cement Saw Blade
184mm = FA1FBLADE184 £67.41 +vat per pack 
230mm = FA1FBLADE230 £90.35 +vat per pack

Specialist diamond tipped 
blade for cutting fibre 
cement. 30mm bore size.

Colour Matched Cedral Screws (pack of 100no.) 
EW1SCREW-C** £41.91 +vat per pack

4.8mm dia x 38mm long 
colour matched pan head 
screw. Used to fix boards 
where fixings are shown 
along top run, around 
reveals, soffits and fascias. 
Available in all colours other 
than Woodstain.

Perforated Batten Closure – 2.5m lengths

   30mm x 40mm EW1IM40 = £8.69 +vat each

   30mm x 50mm EW1IM50 = £9.04 +vat each

   30mm x 70mm EW1IM70 = £10.93 +vat each

   30mm x 100mm EW1IM100 = £15.08 +vat each

Use to cap off battens to avoid pest infestation between 
the void without blocking air flow.

Cedral Click Clip & Screw Sets (packs of 250no.) 
EC5CLSCR  £82.24 +vat per pack

Small bracket and screw 
used to hang the Click 
boards creating an unseen 
‘secret fix’ system.  Brackets 
to be fastened to each 
batten at maximum of 
600mm centres.
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